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theshiftfilm “Get thee hence, Satan’” 

fakes a lot of it's cugs fram the Book of Job, ba 

:1-11, in whch Christ if tempted by the deal to i 

excharspe far power and wealth, 

      

This is the exact same temptation put before Kevin Gamer at the 

énd of the worst day of his life in the shoot film, be refuses it But 
his shory is not done yet There are greater trials and worse days to 

come. 

  

Like Kevin, every day we are offered our own “kingdorns of the 

world.” and sometimes we accept them. Christ. thankfully, did not 

And 26 Gur hope it 

ofers. 

  

  in Hirn and the greater glories and kingdoms He 

Seerns like a message worth getting out there, doesn't it? 

Watel the short film and learn more at angelcom/theshitt 

smove #movies Hil Sfilmimaker *finimaking #filmproduction 

Fcrowdtunding @crowdlundingtampaign Forowdfundingsuccess 
Bcrowdtundinggroject #aeth #chrisian #taithbasedfilm @faithbased 

Pfaithbasedmovie #holhawood  



— The Shift Film 

y October 18 at 5:34PM: @ 

  

We're pretty stoked, too, Sara. Kevin maybe a little less so. ga @ 
But he'll come around. 

Watch the short film and see what's happening with a "new wave of 

Christian cinema" at angel.com/theshift 

mM aie bya) 

| invested. SO STOKED for 

a new wave of Christian 

cinema. | just love this 

» story and vision 

$0 much!” 
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The Shift Film oa 

October 14 at 12:44 PM-@ 

a qe Wow, over HALF A MILLION DOLLARS in pledges so far! Saying 

we are blown away just doesn't cut it. 

If you would like to express your interest in investing in The Shift, head 

over to angel.com/theshift and let us know! If we do open up another 
round of crowdfunding, you'll be the first to know. 

Legal makes us say this last part: (1) no money or other consideration 

is being solicited, and if sent, will not be accepted; (2) no offer to buy 
the securities can be accepted and no part of the purchase price can 

be received until the offering statement is filed and only through an 
intermediary's platform; (3) a prospective purchaser's indication of 
interest is non-binding. 

The Shift 
Movie | Offering: Reservation 

Atl $500,710 
BACKERS PLEDGED
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alll it d new DP Likes by brockheauley ond 67 others 
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The Shift Film updated their cover photo. a 

September 6-@ 

Tavs) allo 
"| AM AGNOSTIC. 
BUT |DO FEEL A PULL. 
GOOD SHOW. GETS 
US THINKING,” 

NOW GAUGING INTEREST AT: 
angel.com/theshift 
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